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Radio Signal Modelers Flying Club
Schiller Woods Flying Field
President’s Message
Summer Solstice has come
and gone. Now the second
half of the year is upon us
and flying is in full swing.
Hope you were able to enjoy
our demo on landing your
aircraft at the last meeting.
We hope to do more
learning demo’s in the future.
The for sale/wanted section
in the website is almost
ready. Will be posting items
there in the very near future.
Stay tune for details.
Ray C

VP Thoughts
Hey fellow RCers. VP Scott
here with a question. How
can we make some money
for our club? It would be
nice to have more funds in
the kitty for stuff like pizza
(when COVID is over or less
of a risk) or fun fly events etc.
I am currently a member of
three clubs. RSM, Rock Valley
Flyers, and Checkerboard. I
have seen the way other

July Meeting Minutes
The July meeting was called to order at 6:30PM on July 13th by
president Ray Capitulo at the flying field. The Porta John was
returned, and all the picnic tables and flight stands had been set
into there original positions. Some members brought their own
chairs, wore masks, and observed social distancing. Ray brought
his PA system again. Joe Stanko read the June meeting notes
which were approved by the 21 members that were present, which
included new member Kevin Buchar. No members present had
July birthdays.

Treasurer’s Report
Frank Roberson Treasurer
Started with: $1946

Ended with: $2118

There were 4 new renewals, including 2 family members. Club
membership is up to 63 with 55 current and 8 not paid for
2020. The June report was approved.

Continued on page 8

Upcoming Events
Cancelled due to
COVID-19
Page
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Field Maintenance Committee:
The field looks great! Thanks to Dan Trocke, Jack Behrens, and
Roger Mankowski for the upkeep.

Know Your Member
Name: Dan Trocke
Occupation: Municipal Pump
Business (retired)
Club Membership: 1.5 years
Flying Experience: 1year
Airplane or Heli: Airplane
Radio: Spektrum DX8
Electric, Nitro : Both

Unfortunately Dan sent word to the President that he will no
longer be Field Maintenance/Planning Chairman. Roger and Jack
oﬀered to make sure that the grass gets cut for now.
We are looking for a Member to Chair this position. We also
need volunteers to help.
The Chair duty description includes appointing volunteers to
rotate a weekly schedule to help with cutting the grass using the
riding tractor and gas trimmer, as well as lifting the flight stands
and relocating the picnic tables so the grass can be cut
underneath it. Usually 3 members are needed to get the job done
eﬃciently This is about a 2 hour weekly commitment in which
all the club members benefit from your eﬀorts and hard work.
Plus on the job training is included. To volunteer, call Ray at
773-630-7683 or email at presidentofrsm@gmail.com.

Favorite Model: Kaos 60
Flying Style: Aerobatics/Scale
R/C Simulator: R/F 8
Cubs or Sox: Neither
Quote: “ if it wasn’t for airplanes
it would be rockets”
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Also the flight stands have been stained and sealed by Jack
Behrens. Now they all look consistently the same. Nice job and
Kudos for a job well done. Thanks Jack for your eﬀorts.
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Field Safety Committee:
By Jim Parker
Please stay south of the extended Safety Line while flying and to taxi only South of the fencing. Please
remember that Name, AMA#, and FAA#, should all be displayed on the aircraft.
Remember to call out “Taking Off, Landing, and On the Field” . Everyone should be taking oﬀ and
landing in the same wind direction, INTO the wind.

Flight Instruction Committee:
By Jim Parker
Nothing to report.

Planning Committee:
Everything is still on hold due to COVID-19.

Old Business:
No old business was discussed.
“Port-a-Potty is Back”
New Business:
The next step in the process of presenting a Proposal is the “discussion” phase. Oﬃcers and several
members expressed their opinion on why they served, and if a free membership would have made a
diﬀerence. Their comments on how they felt towards the Proposal, either positive or negative, were
taken into consideration.
The Proposal presented is “ Should the Club oﬀer free memberships for the Oﬃcers and Chairpersons in
the Club”. Members present will determine the vote outcome.
The last step will be the vote taking place at the August Meeting at the field. A majority vote (by show of
hands) is needed to approve the Proposal.
If the vote is approved, then the bylaws will be amended and the Free Membership will take eﬀect on
January 2021.
Jim Mulkerin donated a new Hobbico Avistar RTF to the Club.
Thank you Jim for your generosity.
The Club will either sell, auction, or raﬄe the plane. This will
be determined by the Oﬃcers of the Club. Money generated
will go to the Club treasury.
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Show & Tell / Demonstration :

Lauren Kloska showed us his Horizon Hobby UMX Yak 54 3D.

After the meeting, there was a flight demonstration by
our Instructor Pilot (IP) Jim Parker on two bad habits of
landing. The two bad habits were explained on the May & June RSM Newsletters if you need to review
them again. As Jim demonstrated his maneuvers, Ray Capitulo would narrate his flight execution at that
moment on the PA system. Hopefully seeing (is believing) this dynamic duo of flying and narrating will
have pilots excited in trying to improve their landing skills in the future. Nice presentation!!
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Welcome to the Pilot’s Corner:
By Jim Parker
As the newest AMA Instructor Pilot and member of RSM, I will write articles addressing flying skills on
all range of pilots. Our President, Ray C. Will be editor-in-chief coordinating information for the website
newsletter. Feel free to comment on my eﬀorts and maybe suggest future topics for consideration here.

This month’s topic(s): USING RUDDER; WINGS LEVEL FIGURE 8; STALL & SPIN
RECOVERY
These comments are strictly my own and I take full responsibility for the content this month. Please
comment positive or negative should you feel diﬀerently.
In the pass two months “Pilot’s Corner” articles, we discussed having a plan in mind for each flight, and I
demonstrated landing techniques for being low on approach and at proper airspeed for landing on the
runway.
Using the rudder seems to be lost in instruction today and rarely is used to fly your plane. If all of us had 3
channel receivers (throttle, elevator, rudder) we would be forced to use the rudder appropriately. Having
an aircraft with 4 or more channels, we now have ailerons and we forget to use the RUDDER.
You need to use RUDDER on take-oﬀ to compensate for engine torque and to keep your plane centered
on the runway strip.
You need to use RUDDER to coordinate turns when using ailerons in a bank.
You need to use RUDDER on final approach to find runway center for landing. I viewed a YouTube
demo where the pilot completed crosswind to final approach by allowing the plane to be pointed directly
at the pilot until at the runway center for touchdown using RUDDER. Quite impressive and easy to
learn.
You need RUDDER for acrobatics, RUDDER on turns, and knife edge maneuvers.

WINGS LEVEL FIGURE 8’s
One instructor drill I require my student
pilots to master is using the RUDDER
together with opposite aileron to make FLAT
WINGS LEVEL FIGURE 8’s. Once that
student is able to make both left and right
turns, I add:
1.

Maintain same altitude throughout the
maneuver and

2.

Cross center of Figure 8’s at the same
designated spot each time.

Try this and you will become proficient in using your RUDDER!
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STALL AND SPIN RECOVERY
Every aircraft that you fly has a minimum airspeed relative to the wind that will create lift to balance the
weight of the aircraft.
Flying at this airspeed, your aircraft will be slower then your usual flight speed. Reducing throttle lower,
allows your plane to sink. Increasing up elevator at the minimum flight speed, increases drag, slows the
plane below minimum flight airspeed, and induce what is known as a STALL. Depending on your
aircraft, this STALL can be a little more than DROPPING THE NOSE, DIPPING A WING, to a
VIOLENT ROLL out of control ( a SNAP ROLL). Depending on your altitude, this can be a learning
experience, a mild aerobatic maneuver, or sheer terror, if it happens too close to the ground.
Know at what airspeed your airplane STALLS and observe what happens and how quickly. When you
practice this drill at altitude, slow your plane down using your throttle to a speed where it is just flying
straight and level. Induce a stall by giving your plane up elevator, initially slowly, then a rapid UP elevator.
Your model may just drop the nose, regain airspeed and continue on. Your model may drop a wing
anywhere from slow to extremely fast, neutralize controls, add power, keep nose down until there is
suﬃcient airspeed and use elevator to right the plane. A STALL near the ground needs superglue, or a
credit card to fix it. Good Luck!

Practice, Practice, Practice

AEROBATICS: FLYING the LOOP (next month)
This is YOUR Space. Submit questions or suggestions to the Editor or to myself.

We’re here to help, keep safe, and minimize hobby expense. JMP
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Photos by Joe Stanko
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VP Thoughts
clubs use diﬀerent ways to get funds. The way Checkerboard does this and has for many years is have a
50/50 raﬄe at every club meeting. Tickets are one dollar a piece, or you can get six for five dollars. It’s a
good method and brings in a little extra for the club strictly at a voluntary basis.
VP Scott

Nisanth Kaithakot flying his electric P-40 into the big blue on another mission!!

Photo by Ray C
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Next Meeting on Monday August 10, 2020 at 6:30 at the Flying Field Weather
Permitting
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Photo by Ray C

Newsletter by Ray C
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